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There is proven a formula expressing higher order Shilov boundaries of the ten- 
sor products of uniform algebras in terms of boundaries of the factor algebras. 
Main step: Cartesian product of k- and I-maximum sets is a (k + I+ 1)-maximum 
set. (Detinition: locally closed Xc C” is a k-maximum set if polynomials have loca1 
maximum property on intersections of X with (n-k)-dimensional complex planes.) 
Other properties and characterizations of k-maximum sets are given, e.g., Xc C” is 
a k-maximum set iff each k-plurisubharmonic function has local maximum property 
on X. 0 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
Higher order generalizations of the Shilov boundary were introduced by 
Basener [ 1 ] to study multidimensional analytic structure in the spectrum 
of a uniform algebra. They were further studied and applied by Basener 
[2,3], Sibony [12], Kramm [7], and Kumagai [S]. 
Let us recall after [l] that the 0th boundary, a:, is just the usual Shilov 
boundary; in general the kth boundary (k > 0) is defined as 
ak, := Cl 
( 
u a;,,,, ,._., fk) T 
1 
(0.1) 
fl ,..../i E A 
where A) Z(f,...,f,) denotes the algebra consisting of restrictions of all 
functions from A to the A-variety (x E M, :fr (x) = . . . =fk (.x) = 0}, and 
the closure is taken in the Gelfand topology in M,. 
The main aim of this paper is to prove the following conjecture posed by 
Basener [3]: 
(*) Let A, ,..., A, be uniform algebras. Then for every k > 0 it holds 
a;, 6 . ..g A,= r,+ Ulkn;, x ... xc, 
where all ii > 0. 
*Current address: Department of Mathematics, The University of Illinois, Chicago, 
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This result generalizes the well-known property of the usual Shilov boun- 
dary (k = 0), as well as the formula for kth boundary of a polydisc algebra. 
Special cases of conjecture (*) were established by Basener [3]. 
Applications of (*) were given by Kumagai [S]. 
Generally speaking, our approach consists in reducing the general 
problem (*) to a finite dimensional situation (this is done in Sect. 3) which, 
in turn, is handled by methods of complex analysis. We consider k- 
maximum sets in C”, namely such that all polynomials have local 
maximum property on intersections of these sets with varieties of codimen- 
sion k (cf. Definition 2.1, Corollary 2.6). The conjecture is found to be 
equivalent to the following property of k-maximum sets. 
THEOREM I. Zf X and Y are k- and l-maximum sets respectively then 
Xx Y is a (k + 1 + 1 )-maximum set. (Corollary 2.8, Theorem 3.3). 
In the proof of this theorem we use extensively q-plurisubharmonic 
functions in C” (0 < q < n - 1) which generalize the well-known 
plurisubharmonic functions (the latter ones are 0-pluriharmonic in the new 
classification). The proof of Theorem I rests on the following property 
of (. )-plurisubharmonic functions, obtained by the author [16, 
Theorem 5.11. 
THEOREM II. Let u, v: U+ [ - co, + 00) (U open in U?) be q- and r- 
plurisubharmonic, respectively. Then u + v is (q + r)-plurisubharmonic. 
The usefulness of the notion of a k-maximum set does not seem to be 
restricted to the context of Basener’s conjecture. In particular, it is related 
to, and was, in fact, motivated by the concept of an analytic set-valued 
function between several dimensional spaces introduced by the author in 
[ 141. Although we delay a detailed discussion of this relationship to 
another paper, we establish here duality between k-maximum property of a 
set and some pseudoconvexity-type property of its complement 
(Theorem 4.2), generalizing thereby [ 14, Theorem 2.11. We add several 
other characterizations of k-maximum sets: for example, they are precisely 
the ones on which all k-plurisubharmonic functions have local maximum 
property (Theorem 5.1). 
Main results of this paper and of [16] were announced in [IS]. 
1. PRELIMINARIES: q-PLuRIsuBHARMoNIc FUNCTIONS 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let us recall after Hunt and Murray [IS] than an upper 
semicontinuous function u: U + [ - co, + co), U c C4+ ’ is said to be q- 
plurisubharmonic if for every open ball B such that Bc U and for every 
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smooth plurisubharmonic function defined in a neighbourhood of B it 
holds 
max(u+f)lB<max(u+f)laB. 
In general, an upper semicontinuous function U: U -+ [ - co, + co ), U c Q=” 
is called q-plurisubharmonic if for every (q + 1)-dimensional complex plane 
L, u 1 Un L is q-plurisubharmonic in the above sense. (Note: O- 
plurisubharmonic = plurisubharmonic; q-plurisubharmonic = upper 
semicontinuous for q 2 FL) 
1.2. Notation. If X is a topological space and EC X, then axE or aE 
will denote the topological boundary of E in X Iffi ,...,fk are functions on 
X, Z(fl ,...,fk) denotes {x E X:f, (x) = . . . =fk(x) = O}. For a (non- 
necessarily open) set E c UZ=” we denote by PSH,(E) the family of restric- 
tions to E of q-plurisubharmonic functions defined in some neighbourhood 
of E. If a E C”, r > 0, then B(a, r) denotes {z E C”: 1 z-al <r}, while 
&a, r) denotes its closure. 
1.3. Since various local maximum properties are considered 
throughout the paper, we specify that an upper semicontinuous function 
U: X-r [ - co, + co), X locally compact, is said to have local maximum 
property on a locally compact space Y if for every compact subset N of 
Xn Y it holds 
maxu INGmaxul aX,,,N. 
We list now some properties of q-plurisubharmonic functions that will be 
frequently referred to. (More background information can be found in 
[6, 161.) Below, U is an open subset of V. 
1.4. If f: U -+ R is C*-smooth, then u E PSH, (U) if and only if for 
every z E U the complex Hessian of u at z has at least (n -4) non-negative 
eigenvalues. 
1.5. If u is upper semicontinuous in U, then u E PSH,( U) 
(Odqdn-1) if and only if for everyfE C*nPSH,-,-,(V), FCC”, the 
sum u +f has local maximum property in Un V. 
1.6. A locally q-plurisubharmonic function is q-plurisubharmonic. 
1.7. If U, u E PSH,( U), then max(u, v) E PSHJ U). 
1.8. If uk E PSH, (U), uk (z) L U(Z) for every z E U, then u E PSH,( U). 
1.9. PSH,(U)+PSH,(U)=PSH,(U). 
1.10. Each function in PSH, _, (U), UC @“, has local maximum 
property in U. 
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1.11. q-Plurisubharmonicity is invariant with respect to 
biholomorphic coordinate changes. 
1.12. u E PSH,( U), u E C* n PSH,( U), then min(u, u) E PSH, + r+ ,(U). 
1.13. Under assumptions of 1.12 u + v E PSH,+.( V). 
Properties 1.4., 1.6-1.11 are due to Hunt and Murray [6] (it is perhaps 
easier to see 1.11 as an application of 1.5); 1.5 and 1.12 were proven in 116, 
Proposition 1.1 and Lemma 6.21. Property 1.13 is a special case of the 
following result, due to the author [16, Theorem 5.11. 
THEOREM 1.14. If U is open in @“, q, r > 0, then PSH,( V) + 
PSH,(U)cPSH,+,(U). 
Since the proof of this theorem is rather complicated, and its weaker 
form 1.13 suffices often, it is worthwhile to give in elementary proof of the 
simpler fact. 
Proof of 1.13. Only the case q+ r < n - 1 requires proof; we apply 
criterion 1.15. Let f E C* n PSH,_ (4 + rj _ 1 ( V), where V is an open subset of 
U. Since (u + V) +f = u + (v + f ), and v +f is smooth, by criterion 1.5 it is 
enough to show that u + f is (n - q - 1 )-plurisubharmonic in V. We apply 
criterion 1.4: Hess&z) and Hess,f(z) have not more than r- and 
(n - q - r - 1 )-negative eigenvalues, respectively. By elementary properties 
of matrices [16, Lemma 4.21, Hess&o +S)(z) has not more than 
(n - q - 1 )-negative eigenvalues, and by 1.4, u+~EPSH.-~-,(V), as 
required. 
2. LOCAL MAXIMUM PROPERTIES OF HIGHER ORDER 
DEFINITION 2.1. A non-empty locally closed subset X of C” is said to be 
a k-maximum set (0 <k 6 n - 1) if for every complex affine plane L of 
codimension k in C”, and for every complex polynomial p(z) its absolute 
value Ip( has local maximum property on Xn L. 
In @” interesting examples of k-maximum sets arise only for 
0 ,< k d n - 2: all (n - 1)-maximum sets are open. 
Note that Xc @” is a O-maximum set if and only if the algebra of restric- 
tions of complex polynomials to X is a local maximum modulus algebra 
(cf. Wermer [18]). Below we characterize O-maximum sets by several con- 
ditions of local maximum type. We need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let L c Kc RN, K, L be compact and u: K + [ - co, + 00 ) 
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be upper semicontinuous. Assume that max u > max u/L. Then there is 
x* E K\L, E > 0, and a smoothe strictly convex function f: RN + R, such that 
(u+f)(x)=O (2.1) 
(u+f)(x)< -&IX-xX*12, x E K. Q-2) 
(Actually f (x) = const 1 x 1’ + afline form.) 
Proof Consider u,(x) = u(x) + 2.~1 xl*, x E K, E > 0. If E > 0 is small 
enough then M := maxK 24, > maxL u,. Fix such E and set 
F= (x E K: u,(x) = M}. Then F is non-empty, compact, and disjoint from 
L. Choose x* E F and set v(x) := u,(x) - E I x - x*1* -M. Then x* E IE”\L 
and 
v(x*) = 0, v(x)< -&1x-x*1*, x E K. 
Set f(x)=2.s~x~*--s~x-xX*~*--A4=s~x~*+afline form. Since u+f=v, 
(2.1), (2.2) are fulfilled. (The reader will note similarly of this argument to 
that of Hunt and Murray [6, Lemma 2.7.1.) 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let VC @” be open and X= XI-I V. Then the foRowing 
conditions are equivalent: 
(i) X is a O-maximum set. 
(ii) Plurisubharmonic functions have local maximum property on X. 
(iii) For every ball B such that Bc V and for every complex 
polynomialp it holds maxlp) 1 XnB<maxIpI 1 Xn8B. 
(iv) The same with I p ) replaced by u E PSH, (B). 
(v) There do not exist: z* E X, r > 0, E > 0, and a strictly plurisubhar- 
monicfunction u in B(z*, r), such that u(z*)=O and u(z)< -~~z-z*~* for 
z E Xn B(z*, r). 
Proof We prove the following implications (iii) + (iv) * (v) =- (ii) = 
(i) * (iii). 
(iii) * (iv) By a theorem of Bremermann [4] (cf. also Gamelin and 
Sibony [S]), each function u E PSHo (B) is a decreasing pointwise limit of 
functions of the form maxy= i (ci log p,(z)), where ci > 0 and p,(z) are com- 
plex polynomials. Consider the class of upper semicontinuous functions on 
B such that 
maxuIXnB<maxu(Xn8B. (2.3) 
By (iii) this class contains absolute values of polynomials. Moreover, it is 
closed with respect o the following operations: 
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(a) log max(u, 0); (b) cu, where c>O; (c) max(u,,..., u,); (d) lim u,, 
provided U, L U. Therefore (2.3) holds for every u E PSH,(B) and so (iv) is 
fulfilled. 
(iv) * (v) Obvious. 
(v)* (ii) Suppose that there is u E PSH,( U) (U open in @“) which 
does not have local maximum property on X, i.e., 
maxulK>maxuId,K (2.4) 
for some compact set Kc U n X. Since u can be pointwise approximated 
on K by a decreasing sequence of smooth plurisubharmonic functions, we 
can assume that we have (2.4) with u E C* n PSH(K). Applying Lemma 2.2 
to U, K, L := a,K, we find a strictly convex (so strictly plurisubharmonic) 
function f: @” -+ R, z* E K\a.K, and E > 0 such that u,(z) := U(Z) +j(z) 
has the properties 
u,(z*)=o, u,(z)< -&(Z--*I*, z E K\a,K. (2.5) 
If we take r = dist(z*, a,Ku au), then U, is strictly plurisubharmonic in 
B(z*, r) and the inequality (2.5) holds there as well. 
(ii) + (i) Obvious. 
(i)*(iii) Set K= Bn X and take p a polynomial. Then 
maxlpl ( KGmaxlpI 1 aXK (by (0) 
dmaxjpl 1 aBnX (f0ra,KdB). Q.E.D. 
Remark 2.4. Relatively open subsets of a k-maximum set are k- 
maximum sets. 
We characterize now k-maximum sets by means of q-plurisubharmonic 
functions: using this characterization we will be able to obtain properties of 
k-maximum sets from those of q-plurisubharmonic functions. 
If Xc Vc C”, we denote by xfl or xx the “characteristic function” of X in 
v: 
i 
0 ZEX 
xx(z) = 
-cc ZE ?qx. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let XC V c C”, V be open and x n V = X. Then X is a 
k-maximum set (0 < k < n - 1 ), if and only if its “characteristic function” xx 
is (n - k - 1 )-plurisubharmonic in V. 
Proof. “Necessity.” Let L be any complex affine plane of dimension 
(n-k) intersecting V. Set V,= VnL, X,=XnL. Then xf;;=xxlL; 
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therefore we have to show (by Definition 1.1) that ~1; E PSH, _. k _ 1 ( VI), 
i.e., for every open ball B in L, such that EC V,, and for every 
f~ PSH,(B) it holds 
max(xz +f)l86 max(xi; +f)l8,B. 
Observe that this inequality is equivalent to 
maxfl X, n B 6 maxfl X, n aL B, 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
because corresponding terms in (2.6) and (2.7) are equal. Since X, is a 
O-maximum set (L has codimension k in C”), the last relation follows from 
Proposition 2.3 (iv). Thus (2.6) holds. 
“Sufficiency.” Take a complex affine plane L of codimension k in C”. Let 
A’,, V, be as above; we have to show that X, is a O-maximum set. Since 
dim,L=n-k, xz=x;IL~ PSH,_,-,(V,) (by Definition 1.1). Let B be 
an open ball in L such that Bc V,. By Proposition 2.3 (iv) it suflfices to 
show that (2.7) holds for anyfe PSH,(@. In the same way as in the proof 
of necessity, inequalities (2.6) and (2.7) are equivalent. The latter one 
holds, because x f;: +f E PSH, ~ y ~, (by property 1.9). Thus (2.7) is fulfilled. 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2.6. Let Xc Vc C”, V be open, and X= Vn x. Let 
0 6 k < n - 1. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) X is a k-maximum set. 
(ii) For every k-tuple of polynomials p,,..., pk the intersection 
Xn ~(P,,..., pk) is a O-maximum set. 
(iii) For every k-tuple f,,..., k f of holomorphic functions in V the inter- 
section Xn Z(f, ,..., fk) is a O-maximum set. 
Proof Implications (iii) * (ii) 3 (i) being trivial, it suffices to show that 
(i) * (iii). Write 2 for Z(fl,..., fk) and Y for Xn Z. Consider the smooth 
functionf(z)= -Cf= Ifj(z)12, z E V. The complex Hessian off at z is equal 
to --Cf= 1 gradfi(z) @grad fi(z). Thus the eigenvalue 0 of Hess, f (z) has 
multiplicity greater or equal to (n -k) and so f E PSH,( V). By 
property 1.13 g, E PSH,- ,(V), for m = 1, 2 ,..., where g,(z) = x=(z) + mf(z), 
z E V. Since g, 2 g, + 1, m = 1, 2 ,..., the limit 
XAZ) = lim g,(z), 
m-cc 
is (n - 1)-plurisubharmonic in V (by property 1.8). By heorem 2.5, Y has 
O-maximum property. Q.E.D. 
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The next two facts show that for a k-maximum set the number k f 1 
plays the role similar to that of the dimension of an analytic variety. This 
analogy will be further supported by Proposition 5.2. 
THEOREM 2.7. Let X, Y c Vc @“, V be open and X=, Vn X, Y = Vn Y. 
Assume that X and Y are k- and l-maximum sets respectively, where 0 <k, 
1 B n - 1 and k + 12 n - 1. Then the intersection X n Y is either empty or it is 
a (k + 1+ 1 - n)-maximum set. 
COROLLARY 2.8. Let Xc C” and Y c C” be locally closed. Assume that 
X and Y are k- and l-maximum sets, respectively. Then Xx Y is a (k + 1+ l)- 
maximum set. 
The last result it crucial to our proof of Basener’s conjecture. 
Proof of Theorem 2.7. By Theorem 2.5 x E PSH,- kp i (V) and 
xr~ PSHn-I-,(V). BY Theorem 1.14 xx+xre PSH,,-,_,p2(V), 
provided xx+xr&-co. Since ~~,,~(z)=~~(z)+~.(z) in V, and, if 
Xn Yf 03 XXn Y f - co; since it is (2n - k - I- 2)-plurisubharmonic, 
Xn Y is (k + I+ 1 - n)-maximum set by Theorem 2.5. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Corollary 2.8. Choose open sets G c C” and H c C” such that 
X=GnX, Y=HnY.SetX,=XxH, Y,=GxY,and V=GxH.Then V 
is open in C’+, and X, = Vn 8,) Y, = Vn 9,. The following assertion 
will be proven below 
ASSERTION 1. Under the above assumptions Xx @” is a (k + m)- 
maximum set (and C” x Y is a (1 + n)-maximum set). 
Assuming this we get by Remark 4.2 that X, and Y, (being open in Xx @” 
and C” x Y) are (k+m)- and (n +I)-maximum sets, respectively. Since 
Xx Y=X,n Y,, by Theorem2.7, XxY is a (k+m)+(n+l)+l- 
(n + m) = (k + 1+ 1 )-maximum set, as required. 
Proof of Assertion 1. By induction, it is enough to show that Xx @ is a 
(k + 1)-maximum set. Let L be complex plane of codimension k in V+ ‘. If 
L contains a direction paralel to (n -t- 1) coordinate then Ln (Xx @) is the 
union of a family of complex lines and so-for example, by 
Proposition 2.3(v)-it is a O-maximum set. If L does not contain such a 
direction then L = {(z, l(z)): z E L, >, where L, t C” is a complex plane of 
codimension k in @” and 1: C” -+ @ is a C-afline form. By assumption, 
Xn L1 is a O-maximum set. The set (Xx C) n L is the image of Xn L, 
under non-singular C-affrne map 
z-+ (z, l(z)): L, + L. 
O”,O 
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Since it is clear by Proposition 2.3 that such maps preserve the class of 
O-maximum sets, (Xx C) n L has O-maximum property. Q.E.D. 
The next theorem suggests that k-maximum sets form the right setting to 
study local maximum properties of k-plurisubharmonic functions (cf. also 
Theorem 5.1). This result and Corollary 2.10 are not used in the proof of 
Basener’s conjecture in Section 3. 
THEOREM 2.9. If XC C” is a k-maximum set, 0 < k 6 n - 1, then every 
k-plurisubharmonic function has local maximum property on X. 
Proof: Let u E PSHk( U) and U be open in C”. If U] Un X does not 
have local maximum property, then by Lemma 2.2 there are: a convex 
function v: C” -+ R, x* E Xn U, r >O, and E > 0 such that B(x*, r) c U, 
u(x*) + v(x*) = 0, and u(x) + v(x) < 0 for x E B(x*, r). Let Vc C” be open 
such that X= 8n I’. Theorem 2.5 implies that xX = xc E PSH, _ k ~ i ( V). By 
Theorem 1.14 the function g = (U + v)l Vn U+ xx1 Vn U is (n - l)- 
plurisubharmonic. Since g = u + v on X n U n V and g = - cc on U n EJ, 
therefore g(x*) = 0 and g(x) < 0 for 0 < 1 x - x* 1 < r. This is impossible by 
Property 1. IO. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2.10. Let Vc C” be open andf,,...,f,-,- i be holomorphic 
in V, where 0 < k<n - 2. Then every k-plurisubharmonic function has 
local maximum property on Z(fl ,..., fnpk- I). 
Prooj Denote Z = {x E V:f,(x) = 0, i = l,..., n - k - 1 } and take the 
same f as in the proof of Corollary 2.6. As it was observed there, 
fe PSH,-,-,(I’). Since mf(z)kx,(z), ZE V, by Property 1.8 
xz E PSH, -k- I (V), and by Theorem 2.5, Z is a k-maximum set. 
Corollary 2.10 follows from Theorem 2.9. 
We can, however, obtain a more elementary proof which does not use 
the relatively difficult Theorem 1.14 (while Theorem 2.9 does). Namely, we 
can apply the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 2.9 to 
X= Z(fi ,..., fk); we note however, that g = (U + v)l Vn U + xz 1 Vn U is the 
limit of the decreasing sequence (g+ v)l V+mf) Vn U, m = 1,2,..., and 
these functions are (n - l)-plurisubharmonic by (elementary) property 1.13. 
3. k-MAXIMUM SETS IN UNIFORM ALGEBRAS AND BASENER'S CONJECTURE 
In this section we extend Corollary 2.8 to subsets of spectra of uniform 
algebras (Theorem 3.3) and derive Basener’s conjecture from it 
(Corollary 3.9). We found it convenient to study k-maximum property in 
the wider context of Rickart’s systems. 
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We recall after Rickart [I 11 that a pair (A’, A), where X is a topological 
space and A is a complex algebra of continuous functions on X, is said to 
be a system if A contains constant functions, separates points of X, and the 
coarsest opology determined on X by A agrees with the given one. We will 
say for convenience that (X, A) is a locall,v compact system if it is a system 
and X is locally compact. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let (X, A) be a locally compact system and let Y c X 
be locally closed. Then Y is said to be a k-maximum set with respect to 
(X, A) if for every tuple (f,,...,f;) E Ak and for everyfE A, the modulus I,f\ 
has local maximum property on Yn Z(fi,...,f;). If Y= X we say that 
(X, A) is a k-maximum system (or has k-maximum property). 
Remark. By Corollary 2.6 a locally closed subset Xc C” is a k- 
maximum set (in the sense of Definition 2.1) if and only if the pair 
(X P [z, 1..., z,] 1 A’) is a k-maximum system. Clearly, a locally closed subset 
Y c X is a k-maximum set with respect to (X, A) if and only if the pair 
( Y, A 1 Y) is a k- maximum system. Let us also note that a subset of a locally 
compact space is locally closed if and only if it is locally compact. 
Remark 3.2. If A is a uniform algebra with a (compact) spectrum MA, 
then an open subset U of MA is a k-maximum set with respect o the pair 
(MA, A) if and only if U is disjoint from the kth boundary ak, c M,. 
Proof: If U intersects the kth boundary, then, by formula (O.l), the 
Definition 3.1 is evidently violated on Z(f, ,...,&) n U, provided 
Z(f ,,..., fk)nUnak,#@. If Unak,=IZ(, and fi ,..., fk~A, then UCIZ, 
where Z= {x E MA:f,(x)= ..I =fk(x)=O}, is an open subset of MA,= 
and is disjoint from the Shilov boundary of A 1 Z. Therefore by the Rossi’s 
local maximum modulus principle for every f~ A, IfI has local maximum 
property on U n Z. Q.E.D. 
If (X, A) and (Y, B) are two systems, we consider the pair 
(Xx Y, A 6 B), where A 6 B is the smallest closed subalgebra of C(X x Y) 
(endowed with compact-open topology) which cont$ns all “monomials” 
(x, y) -f(x) g(y), fe A, g E B. The pair (A’ x Y, A 0 B) is a system. We 
can now state the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 3.3 Let (X, A) and (Y, B) be locally compact systems. If (X, A) 
is a k-maximum system (k 2 0), then (Xx Y, A 61 B) is a k-maximum 
system asSwell. If, in addition, (Y, B) has l-maximum property, then 
(XX Y, A Q B) is a (k + 1 + 1 )-maximum system. 
Before proving this theorem we give some characterizations of 
k-maximum systems. 
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PROPOSITION 3.4. Let (X, A) be a locally compact system. 
(a) (X, A) does not have O-maximum property, tf and only tf there 
exists f E A and C> 0 such that the set (x E XI If(x)] B C} has a non- 
empty, compact and relatively open subset. 
(b) Zf (X, A) is not a Q-maximum system, then there is x* E X such 
that for every open neighbourhood V of x* there is f E A with the property 
that {x E V: /f(x)1 B 1> h as a non-empty compact relatiuety open subset con- 
taining x*. 
Proof (a). Suppose { Ifi Z C}, f~ A, C> 0 has a compact relatively 
open part 23x*. One can choose open subsets W, V of X, so that 
Wn{Ifl>C}=Z, ZcV, and vc W. Then 8,Vn{Ifl>C}=@; 
therefore IfI < C on 8, V, while max ,, IfI 3 C. This proves the implication 
“ -G= .” The reverse implication follows from (b). 
(b) We assume that there are: g E A and a compact set Nc X such 
that max,,, Ig( = 1 > maxdhi I gl. Take B the uniform closure of A IN in 
C(N). B is a uniform algebra; its Choquet boundary, Ch(B), intersects the 
set (x E N: /g(x)1 = 11, which is disjoint from dN. Thus Ch(B)\oN is non- 
empty. 
Fix x* E ai\aN. If V is any neighbourhood of x*, we choose a 
neighbourhood W such that x* E W, m’c Vn (N/aN). By properties 
of the Choquet boundary there is h E B such that 1 h(x*)/ > 1 and 
max 1 h I 1 N\ W< 1. Approximating h by functions from A 1 N we find f E A 
such that If( > 1 and max IfI 1 l\r\ W< 1. Set Z = (x E N: If(x)1 2 1 }. 
Then Z is compact, contains x*, is contained in V and is relatively open in 
{x~X:If(x)l~l)forZ=(Ifl3f)nW(since WcN). Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let (X, A) be a locally compact system: 
(a) Zf (X, A) t’s a k-maximum system, then every open subset of X has 
k-maximum property with respect to (X, A). 
@I Let {Yr),eT be a family of locally closed subsets of X, such that 
each Y, is a k-maximum set (with respect to (X, A)). Then Y = U, E T Y, is a 
k-maximum set, provided it is locally closed. 
Proof Part (a) follows directly from Definition 3.1. 
(b) We consider first the case k = 0. If (Y, A 1 Y) is not a k-maximum 
set, there is x* E Y such that the remaining conditions of 
Proposition 3.4(b) hold. Fix t E T such that x* E Y,, and choose an open 
set V such that x* E V and Vn Y, is compact. Then (by Prop. 3.4(b)) there 
isfg A such that (x E Yn V: If(x)/ b 1 } h as compact relatively open sub- 
set Z containing x*. Then Zn Y, is a relatively open subset of 
{XE Y,n v: If(x)Ib 1> containing x*. We will show that Zn Y, is com- 
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pact, which, by Proposition 3.4(a) implies that Y, is not a O-maximum set, 
contrary to the assumptions. 
Choose an open set W such that Zc W, WC V. Since 
Z=(lfl>l}nV=.Z and VI@=,Z, Z={jfl&l}nK Thus ZnY,= 
ki: > 1 > n FVn ( Pn Y,). Since Pn Y, is compact, Z n Y, is compact as 
For arbitrary k we represent Z n Y = U, E T Z n Y,, where 
Z = Z(fi,...,fk). Since Z n Y, are O-maximum sets, the same holds for 
Z n Y by the above argument. Q.E.D. 
The proof of Theorem 3.3 rests on the next three lemmas, which establish 
a close connection between “infinite-dimensional” k-maximum systems and 
k-maximum sets in C”. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let (X, A) be a k-maximum system (X-locally compact), U 
be open in X, and f, ,..., f,,, E A. Assume that the map 
F= (fi 1 U,..., f,,, 1 U): U + F( LJ) is proper. Then F(U) is a k-maximum set in 
C”. 
LEMMA 3.7. Let (X, A) be a locally compact system, Kc X be compact, 
{U,} be an open covering of X, and { gl,..., g,} c A. Then there exist: an 
open subset U of X and functions f, ,..., f,,, G A such that 
(i) Kc U, 
(ii) {gl,..., g,) = {fi,-.,fm>, 
(iii) the map F= (f, ( U,..., f, ( U) is proper onto its range, and for 
every y E F(U), the fiber F- ‘( y) is contained in one of the sets U, 
LEMMA 3.8. Let (X, A) be a locally compact system and k > 0 be given. 
Assume that for every g,,..., g, E A, E> 0, KC X, and {Cl,) c 2x, where K is 
compact and {U,} is an open covering of X, there exist f, ,..., f,,, E A (for 
some m) and an open subset U c X such that 
(i) Kc U, the map F= (fi ( U,..., f, ( U): U + F(U) is proper, and 
each fiber of F is contained in some U, ; 
(ii) there are polynomials p1 ,..., p, such that 
i = l,..., r, 
(iii) F(U) is a k-maximum set. 
Then (X, A) is a k-maximum system. 
Proofof Lemma 3.6. The following two assertions are folklore. We omit 
their proofs. 
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Assertion 1. Let F: X+ Y be proper and onto. If X is locally compact 
and Y is metrizable, then F is closed ( = maps closed sets onto closed ones). 
Assertion 2. Let F: X+ Y be closed and onto, and X be locally com- 
pact. Assume that F has compact fibers. Then Y is locally compact. 
By these assertions F(U) is locally closed in C”. We have to show that 
F(U) has k-maximum property. 
Case k = 0. We apply Proposition 3.4(a). Suppose that there is a 
polynomial p(z) such that the set T= {z E F(U): Ip( k C>, C> 0 has a 
non-empty compact subset Z which is relatively open in T. Then 
2, := F-‘(Z) is non-empty and relatively open in Y, := F-‘( Y). Observe 
that Y, = {x E x: If(x)1 B C}, where f=p(fi 1 U,..., f, 1 U) E A 1 U. 
Moreover, Y, is compact because F is proper. By Propositions 3.4(a) and 
3.5(a) this implies that (U, A ) U), and so (X, A) do not have O-maximum 
property, contrary to the assumptions. 
Case k > 0. Consider a C-aftine plane L of codimension k, intersecting 
F(U). Let L be determined by C-aftine forms I, ,..., lk. Set gi := ljo F E A 1 U, 
i=l ,..., k. By Definition 3.1. and Proposition 3.5(a) the system (U,, A I U,) 
where U1 = U n Z( g, ,..., gk) has O-maximum property. Since the restriction 
of a proper map to a set which is the union of a family of fibers yields a 
map which is proper onto its range, we infer that F, := FI U, : U, -+ F( U,) 
is proper. By the special case F, (U,) = F( U) n L is a O-maximum set. 
Q.E.D. 
Proof of Lemma 3.7. Consider arbitrary x E K. Since the locally com- 
pact topology in X agrees with the coarsest opology generated by A, there 
are functions f ;,...,f&, E A, such that f T(x) = 0, i= l,..., m(x), and the set 
iv!! := {x’ E x: Ifi < 1, i= l,..., m(x)} is compact and contained in some 
U,. Denote by N, the neighbourhood of x defined by {x’ E X Ifi < 1, 
i = l,..., m(x)>. Choose N,(1),..., N,,,,, x(i) E K, that form a finite covering 
ofK. Denote by (fi ,..., f,) the tuple (g ,,..., g,;f;(‘) ,..., fA/l)j;...;f;(“) ,..., f$:), 
and by U the set NX(lju ... u N+). By these definitions, conditions (i) and 
(ii) of Lemma 3.7 are fulfilled; it remains to show (iii). 
Set K’ :=NXcIju ... UN+, and F := (f, I K’,..., f, I K’); since K’ is com- 
pact, F is proper. Let W denote the union of the sets 
@r + m(i) x Dm(i) x cm ~ r ~ m(i) ~ m’(i), i = l,..., s, 
where m(i) = m( 1) + . . . +m(i- 1). Then U=F-‘(WnF’(K’)). Since the 
restriction of a proper map to the inverse image of a set is a map which is 
proper onto its range, F = F I U = F I U: U + F( U) is proper. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Lemma 3.8. Suppose that (X, A) is not a k-maximum system, 
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i.e., there are: a compact subset N c X, x* E N\a,N, and functions 
go, gl ?...) g, E A, such that 
/go( > 1 >max/g,/Zon8N, 
where Zo, and more generally Z,, are defined as Z, := {x E X: ( g,(x)\ d Y, 
i = l,..., k}. Since Z, n 8Nc { 1 g 1 < 1 j, there is a neighbourhood V of dN 
with P compact such that Z,n Bc (jgj ~1). Since Z,n v, r>0, is a 
monotonous family of compact sets such that 0, ,. Z, n P c { 1 go I < 1 }, 
the latter set contains Z, n F for r > 0 small enough. Therefore there is 
E > 0 such that 
I go( ’ 1 + E (3.1) 
maxIg,I lZz,n P-c 1 -s. (3.2) 
Consider the covering U := {Int N, I’, X\N} and a compact subset 
K= Nu f? By assumptions of the lemma there exist f, ,...,f,,, E A, U c X 
and polynomials po,..., pk, such that conditions (ik(iii) hold with 
go, g, ,..., gk, E > 0, K and U introduced above. 
Let Z* denote {x E X:p,(F)(x)=p,(F)(x*), 1 <i<k}. Since g,(x*)=O, 
i = I,..., k, and because of (ii) we obtain that Z* n Kc Zzc. By (3.2), 
maxIgo ( Z*n P< 1 -E, and since Ig,-p,(F)\ 1 K<E, it holds 
max)p,(F)I 1 Z* n V-c 1, 
I Pomx*)l ’ 1. 
(3.3) 
We apply Proposition 3.4(a) to show that F(U) does not have 
k-maximum property. Namely, we consider the variety 
A4 := {z E C”: p,(z) =p,(F(x*)), i = l,..., k} and observe that MnF( U) is 
not a O-maximum set (cf. Corollary 26(ii)). Define 
To= {x E NnZ*: Ipo(F)(x)l > l}, 
T, = {x E (UnZ*)\Int N: Ip,(F)(x)l> 11. 
It is obvious that To is compact and contains x*, and Z’, is closed in U. 
Since the proper map F( U is closed (cf. Proof of Lemma 3.6), F( T,) is 
closed in F(U); of course F( To) is a non-empty compact set. Moreover, 
F(T,)uF(T,)= (z E F(U)nM: Ipo(z)l 3 11. 
Note finally that F( To) is disjoint from F( T,). Indeed, if z* E F( To) n F( T,) 
then F- ‘(z* ) intersects both N and X’$nt(N). Since the fiber has to be con- 
tained in at least one of the sets fl”\N, Int N, and I’, we conclude that 
F-‘(z*) c v; then by (3.3) Ipo(z*)l = Ip,(F(z’))l < 1 for some 
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z’ E F-‘(z*), which is a contradiction. Thus F( T,)n F(T,) = 0. By 
Proposition 3.4(a), F(U) A A4 does not have O-maximum property. This 
contradiction completes the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 3.3. If (Y, B) is an arbitrary locally compact system, 
then it is clear that each of the sets Xx { y), y E Y is a k-maximum set 
with respect to (Xx Y, A 6 B). Since Xx Y= u,.. ,Xx {u}, by 
Proposition 3.5(b) the pair (Xx Y, A 6 B) has k-maximum property, as 
required. 
In case (Y, B) is an I-maximum system, we apply Lemma 3.8 to show 
that (Xx Y, A 6 B) is a (k + I + 1 )-maximum system. 
Let go, gl ,..., g, E A 6 B, E>O, a compact set KcXx Y, and an open 
covering {U,> of Xx Y be given. We: need some preparations before we 
construct UC Xx Y and f, ,...,f, E A 0 B with the required properties. 
Choose first g; ,..., g; E A SPY., g; E B and polynomials 
Pl (2’7 Z”),..., Pr(Z’, 0, z’ E Cp, z” E Cy such that 
II Pi(gi 3...3 gb3 gY3...2 Si) -gi II K < 6 i= l,..., Y. (3.4) 
Choose open coverings { Wr> and ( Vs} of X and Y respectively so that 
each product W, x V, is contained in some U,, and let K, and K, denote 
the projections of K onto X and Y, respectively. Now we apply twice 
Lemma 3.7 to data K,, g; ,..., gi E A, ( W,} and K2, g; ,..., g$ E B, { V,}, 
respectively. We can find open sets UI, U,, functions f ', ,..., f i E A, 
f; ,..., f;EBsuch that K,cU,cX, K,cUZcY, (g; ,..., gb)c{f', ,..., fi}, 
{g;',...,g;'}~{f';,...,f~},andF=(f~IU,,...,f~l~,),~"=(f~I~z,...,f;ll~~~ 
are proper maps onto their ranges and have the property that each of their 
fibers is contained in one of the sets W, or V,s. 
Now we set U= U, x U2 and define f, ,..., f, + m by the formula 
fh Y) =fl (x)9 i = l,..., n, 
=“f-n(Y), n+l<i,<n+m. 
It is obvious that the approximation (3.4) can be achieved, with the same E, 
by some polynomials in f, ,..., f,,, (condition (ii) of Lemma 3.8). 
Let us check that the map F= (fi I U,..., fn +m (U) has properties (i) and 
(iii) required in the Lemma 3.8. Since F-‘(z’, z”) = Fe’(z’) x F’-‘(z)‘), 
2 E C”, z” E C”, the fiber of F is contained in some W, x V, c U,. Let Z be 
a compact subset of F(U) = F( U, ) x F’( U,). If Z = Z, x Z2 then F-‘(Z) = 
F-‘(Z,) x F-‘(Z,) is compact, because F, F’ are proper. In particular 
FlF-I(Z,XZ*) is proper. In general Zc Z1 x Z, for some Z,, Z, compact 
such that Z, xZ,cF’(U,)xF”(U2). Since F-‘(Z)=(FI.~,,,,.,,)-l(Z), 
F-‘(Z) is compact, by properties of the restricted map. 
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Finally, by Lemma 3.6, F( U,) and F”( U,) are k- and I-maximum sets, 
respectively. By Corollary 2.8, F(U) = F( Vi) x F’( U,) is a (k + I + l)- 
maximum set. All conditions of Lemma 3.8 being fulfilled, (Xx Y, A & B) 
is a (k + 1+ 1 )-maximum system. Q.E.D. 
One can now obtain the Basener’s conjecture easily. 
COROLLARY 3.9. Let A and B be uniform algebras. Then 
a;&,,= (j aaxay, n = 0, 1, 2 ,... 
I=0 
Proof: The inclusion “ 3” is elementary. Fix i E [0, n] and consider 
points x E a> and y E a;- i with the properties: there are functions 
fi ,..., fi E A, g, ,..., gnPi E B such that for every neighbourhood U of x in 
M, and I’ of y in M, there are f~ A, g E B such that f(x) = 1 = g( v), 
IfI < 2 on U, lgl 62 on V, and IfI <s/2 on Z(f ,,..., f,)\U, I g( 6 s/2 on 
-m i ,..., g,-,)\V. Since such points x and y are dense in a: and a;-’ 
respectively, it suffices to check that (x, v) E 8; 6 B. If we set 
h,(x’, Y’) =.LWh s = I,..., i, 
=g.,-i(Y’), s = i + l,..., It, 
and h(x’, y’) =f(x’) g(f), then Z(h, ,..., h,) = Z(fi ,...,.fi) x Z(g, ,..., gn-;), 
h(x, y) = 1, and ) h I < 4 on 0 x I? Moreover 1 h 1 6 E on Z(hl ,..., h,)\U x V. 
Since V and E > 0 can be chosen arbitrarilly small, (x, y) E at, z(f, ,..., /“, , that 
is (X,Y)E an,&,.. 
To prove the reverse inclusion it is enough to show that the set 
z,,=M,xM,\(~ a;xan, ;, 
i=O 
(3.5) 
which is ape! in M, x M,, is an n-maximum set with respect to 
(M, x M,, A 0 B) (cf. Remark 3.2). Denote X, = MA\ai, Yi = &\a;, 
i>,O. Then 
z,=a0,xr,ux,xao,u u X~XY,-,_,. 
1=0 
(3.6) 
(A convenient way to confirm this is to denote 0: = a$, 0; = ai,\ai,- ‘, 
i~1,andtorepresentM,=U,“=oDk,,aA=Uh=,Dk,,Xj=U~=i+IDkA.In 
the same way we define D”, and represent he corresponding objects for the 
algebra B. The sets 0: , 0; being all mutually disjoint, formula (3.6) comes 
out by straightforward calculation.) 
By Remark 3.2 (Xi, A ( Xi), ( Yi, B ( Yj) are i-maximum systems, and by 
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Theorem 3.3 a;1 summands in (3.6) have n-maximum property with respect 
to (Xx Y, A @ B). By Proposition 3.5(b) the union of these summtnds, 
Y,,, has maximum property of order n with respect to (MA x MB, A @ B). 
4. DUALITY BE~EN ~-MAXIMUM SETS AND 
q-PsEuDocoNvEx OPEN SETS IN 43 + q + * 
Local maximum properties of complements of pseudoconvex domains in 
C2 with respect to polynomials and plurisubharmonic functions were 
studied by Wermer [ 181 and the author [ 131. These results were extended 
by the author who proved in [14, Theorem 2.11 that a closed subset of C2 
has O-maximum property if and only if its complement is pseudoconvex. 
Here we generalize this result to several dimensions. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let U, V be open in C”, U c I’, and 0 6 q 6 n - 1. The 
set U is said to be q-pseudoconvex relatively to V (or in I’) if there is an 
open neighbourhood W of VnaU such that the function u(z)= 
-log dist(z, au) is q-plurisubharmonic in Wn U. If this condition holds 
with V= C”, U is said to be q-pseudoconvex. 
(We will not discuss the differences between this notion of q-pseudocon- 
vexity and other related notions that exist in the literature. The one given 
here seems to be the weakest.) 
THEOREM 4.2. Let XC V c C”, V be open and X = V n X and X # 0. Let 
06 k<n -2. Then X is a k-maximum set if and only if U is (n-k-2)- 
pseudoconvex in V. 
This duality rests on the characterization of q-pseudoconvexity which 
generalizes the classical characterization of pseudoconvex sets. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let 0 d q d n - 1, U, V be open in @” and U c V. Denote 
X = V/U. Then U is q-pseudoconvex in V tf and only tf the following con- 
dition holds: 
(i) there is a neighbourhood W of V n aU and a q-plurisubharmonic 
function v: Wn U + [-co, + co), such that lim,.,; u(z’) = + m for every 
ZE hau. 
Furthermore, U is q-pseudoconvex in V tf and only tf one of the following 
equivalent conditions does not hold: 
(ii) (Weak Kontinuitatsatz) there are two sequences of compact sets 
M,, Tk, k=O, l,... and points zk, k=O, l,..., such that: (a) TkcMk, ka0; 
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(b) each Mk, k LO, is a subset qf a variety determined by (n-k - 1) 
holomorphic functions of which Mk\Tk (k > 0) is an open subset; (c) every 
neighbourhood of M, (or T,) contains almost all M, (or T,); (d) 
z,EM~\T~, k>Oandlimz,=z,; (e)M,cUfork>,l and T,cU, while 
zo E x 
(iii) (strong Kontinuitiitsatz) there is a (q + 2)-dimensional complex 
plane L, 6 > 0 and a biholomorphic map 
(where B, + I and D denote balls in C4+’ and @, respectively), such that 
F(B,+ 1 (0, 1) x D(0, 1)) intersects X at precisely one point F(0, 1). 
The reader can observe that Corollary 5.3 will imply that the “weak 
Kontinuitatsatz” (ii) can be still “weakened”: condition (b) can be replaced 
by: (b’) for every k > 0 the set Mk\Tk is a complex analytic variety whose 
dimension at each of its points > k + 1. The author was inspired to 
introduce the “strong Kontinuitatsatz” by a similar condition studied by 
Ransford [lo] in case of C2. 
For the proof of Theorem 4.3 we need the following characterization of 
(n - 1)-plurisubharmonic functions in C”. (It generalizes and strenghthens 
a one-dimensional lemma due to Cole.) 
LEMMA 4.4. Let U c @” be open and u: U -+ [ - 60, + CC ) be upper semi- 
continuous. Then u E PSH,_ , (U) if and only if for every complex 
polynomial p(z) the function u(z) + Rep(z) has local maximum property in 
U. Furthermore, if u $ PSH,_, (U), then there are: z* E U, r, E > 0, and a 
holomorphic function in B(z*, r) such that B(z*, ) c Ii, u(z*) + Re g(z*) = 0 
andu(z)+Reg(z)d --E(z--~*/~,for /z-z*(<r. 
The next lemma, a striking consequence of Lemma 2.2, is used twice in 
the proof of criterion (4.4). 
LEMMA 4.5. Let L c Kc RN, L, K be compact and u: K-+ [ - a3, + a3) 
be upper semicontinuous. Assume that max u > max u 1 L. Then there are 
x* E KL, E > 0 and an affine form 1: RN + R such that 
(u + 1)(x*) = 0, (4.1) 
(u+l)(x)< -&IX-xx*12, x E K. (4.2) 
Proof. By Lemma 2.2 there exist a convex functionf, x* E KjL, and 
E > 0 such that (2.1) and (2.2) hold. Moreover we can assume that f(x) = 
C 1 x I 2 + afhne form. Because of the properties of the inner product we can 
also represent f(x) = C 1 x - x* I * + I(x), where l(x) is an affine form. Using 
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(2.1) and (2.2) we obtain u(x*) + 1(x*) =O, and U(X) + I(x) 6 
-(C+&)IX-x*12, x E K. Since C 2 0, we are done. 
Proof of Lemma 4.4. By the several-dimensional Runge theorem and 
properties of PSH,-, it is enough to prove the second statement. By 
Definition 1.1 and Lemma 4.5 (or 2.2) there exist z, E U, r, G > 0 and f 
strictly plurisubharmonic in B(z,, r,) such that B(z,, rl) c U and 
~(zl)+f(z,)=o, (4.3) 
4z)+f(z),< --EIZ--Z112, z E B(Z,, r,). (4.4) 
Let r2 E (0, rl). By Bremermann [4, Theorem 21 and simple argument from 
Gamelin and Sibony [S, Lemma 2.31, fl B(z,, r2), which is continuous, 
admits the following approximation: for every 6 > 0 there are functions 
fi,..., fk holomorphic in a neighbourhood of B(z,, r2) such that 
lf(z)-max~=, c,log ILf,(z)ll <J, z E B(z,, r2). Applying this with b = $Eri 
we find a holomorphic f, such that loglf,(z,)l >f(z,)-tr:, while 
log Ifi(z)l <f(z) + $2 for I z-z1 ( = r2. This together with (4.3) and 
(4.4) yields the inequality u(z,) + Ci 10gl~(zl)l > --+rg > -+ri > 
max(u(z)+cilogJfi(z)l: Iz-z,( =r}. Thus wecan apply Lemma4.5 to the 
function z + U(Z) + cj log IA.(z)1 and sets K = B(z,. r2). L = aB(z,, r,); we 
find z* E B(z,, r2), r] > 0 and a real aftine form 1 in V such that 
U(Z*)+CilOgIfj(z*)l +Z(z*)=O, (4.5) 
U(Z) + Ci log IA(Z)l + z(z) d - d I z-z* I23 z E B(z,, r2). (4.6) 
Since f.(z*) # 0, there is r > 0 such that fi does not vanish in B(z*, r). Then 
there is a holomorphic branch h of logf,(z) in B(z*, r) and 
Re h(z) = log Ifi(z)/ therein. We can find also a @-aftine form L(z) such 
that Re L(z)= Z(z). Set g(z) = c&z) + L(z). Then g is holomorphic in 
B(z*, r), Re g(z) = ci log Ifi( + l(z) and by (4.5), (4.6) we obtain 
u(z*) + Re g(z*) = 0 and U(Z) + Re g(z) 6 -v] I z - z* I 2, z E B(z*, r). 
Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 4.6. All domains in Cq+ ’ are q-pseudoconvex. 
Proof: One can use criterion 1.4 to check that the smooth function 
z + -log 1 z I = -4 log ZZ is q-plurisubharmonic in Cq+ l\(O). Of course 
z --t -log I z - x ( is q-plurisubharmonic in C4 + ‘\ {x} as well. By (a version 
of) Property 1.7 (for infinite family of functions; cf. Hunt and Murray [6]), 
the function U(Z) = - log dist(z, au) = sup, E aL, ( -log I z - x I) is 
q-plurisubharmonic in U. Q.E.D. 
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Proof of Theorem 4.3. Denote by (0) the condition of Definition 4.1. We 
need the implications (0) * (i) * N (ii) * N (iii) * 0, of which (0) = (i) and 
-(ii) * -(iii) are obvious. Generally speaking, the proof follows rather 
closely the classical one (for q = 0; cf. Vladimirov [I 171). 
(i)* - (ii). Suppose there exist zk, Mli, Tk, k>,O satisfying (ii). 
Denote Z= Xn MO; 2 is compact and disjoint from T,. Choose an open 
set H such that Z c H, Ac W n V, n is compact and An T, = a. Then 
take an open set V such that M, n JH c V and Bc U n W and B is com- 
pact. By uppersemicontinuity of u, max u 1 P= C < a3. By condition (c) 
Mk n dH c V and zk E Mk n H for k 3 some k, . By Corollary 2.10 u(zk) 6 
maxu(8,,(M,nH) (for k>k,) and so u(z,)<C, for a,(M,nH)c 
Mk n dH c V. On the other hand zk + z0 E X, and so lim u(zk) = + cc. This 
is a contradiction. 
-(iii) * (0). We show ~(0) * (iii). Let there be z, E Vn aU such that 
u(z) = -log dist(z, 3U) is not q-plurisubharmonic in B(z,, R) n U for any 
R. Choose R > 0 such that B(z, dist(z, all)) c V for every z E B(z, ) R) n U 
(e.g., R < $ dist(z, dV)). By Definition 1.1 there is a (q + l)-dimensional 
complex plane L, intersecting B(z,, R)n U such that UI B(z,, R)n L, n U 
is not q-plurisubharmonic. By Lemma 4.4 there are z*, r > 0 and a 
holomorphic function g in B(z*, r) n LI, such that B(z*, r) c B(z,, R) n U, 
u(z*)+Reg(z*)=O and u(z)+Reg(z)<O for z~B(z*,r)nL,\(z*}. 
Then 
/ eg(‘*)l = dist(z*,X) (4.7) 
1 @(‘)I < dist(z, X) for z E B(z*, r)n L,\(z* ). (4.8) 
Choose a unit vector b in C’ such that z* + eg@*)b E X. Suppose that 
z*+egcz*)b E L,, and denote U,= UnL,, ur(z)= -logdist(z, au,). Then 
dist(z*, 8U) = dist(z*, au,) and dist(z, aU) d dist(z, au,) for z E U,. By 
(4.7) and (4.8), u, (z*) + Re g(z*) = 0, u1 (z) + Re g(z) < 0 for z E U,\${z* 1. 
Thus u1 4 PSH,(Ur), which contradicts Proposition 4.5. We conclude that 
L := L, + @b has dimension (q + 2). 
Define biholomorphic map F(z, I), on B,, , x C, where B,, r = 
wz*, r) n L, , by the formula 
F(z, t) = z + eg’“‘b. 
By our choice of R and (4.7), (4.8), F(B,+ r x d(0, 1)) c V. By the 
same inequalities J”(B,+ I x(D(O,l)u (l}))nX=F(O, 1). Hence 
F(B,+, x D(f , f)) n X= { F’(0, 1 )}. Applying linear change of coordinates 
we obtain easily the biholomorphic map F(z, t) with the properties 
required in (iii). Q.E.D. 
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COROLLARY 4.7. Let U c VC C” be open, 0 6 q < n - 1. Then U is 
q-pseudoconvex in V tf and only tffor every x E V n aiY there is r > 0 such 
that B(x, Y) n U is q-pseudoconvex (in the absolute sense). 
COROLLARY 4.8. Let U c VC C” be open, 0 < q <n - 1. Then U is 
q-pseudoconvex in V if and only tf for every complex plane L of dimension 
(q + 2), Un L is q-pseudoconvex in Vn L. 
Both facts can be obtained easily by application of Theorem 4.3; the first 
one follows from (ii), while the second from (iii). 
Proof of Theorem 4.2. We establish first an important special case. 
Assertion. Let q > 0, XC V c C y+2, V be open and X= VnE Then X 
is a O-maximum set, if and only if U = V@ is q-pseudoconvex in V. 
Sufficiency. If X is not a O-maximum set, then there is a ball B, a 
polynomial p(z) and z0 E Bn X such that EC V (thus Bn X is compact) 
and maxIpI lXndB <p(z,) = 1. Choose zk E B, k> 1, such that p(zk)\ 1 
and zk +z,,. Set Mk= {z E B:p(z)=p(z,)} and Tk =M,naB for k>O. It 
is easy to see that M,, Tk, zk, k> 0, satisfy all requirements of condition 
(ii) of Theorem 4.3, and so U is not q-pseudoconvex in V. 
Necessity. If U is not q-pseudoconvex in V the condition (iii) of 
Theorem 4.3 holds. In the special case under consideration L = Cy + 2 and 
(z, t) = F-‘(x) is a new (biholomorphically equivalent) coordinate system 
in a neighbourhood of x0 = F(0, 1). 
Let P be the set of all x in the range of F for which 
$ < Re t(x) < 1 + min( l/2, S). Then P is a neighbourhood of x0 in Cq+2. By 
properties of the map F it holds: Pn Xc {x E P: 1 t(x)1 2 1 }, and x0 is the 
only point x of P n X such that 1 t(x)1 = 1. We need the following elemen- 
tary assertion which we leave without proof. 
Assertion2. Let Z={z~Clz-1121, IRezI<i}. Let l<a<2 and 
p(z) = z + az2. Then p(0) = 0 and Rep(z) < 0 for z E Z\(O). 
By Assertion 2 and the above remarks the function u(x) = Re p( 1 - t(x)), 
x E P, which is plurisubharmonic in P, takes 0 at 0 and is strictly negative 
on Xn P\{xO}. By Proposition 2.3(iv), X is not a O-maximum set. 
The general case can be reduced to the Assertion. Denote q = n -k - 2. 
A complex plane has codimension k if and only if it has dimension q + 2. 
By Definition 2.1 X is a k-maximum set if and only if for each such plane 
Xn L is a O-maximum set, provided Xn L # 0. By Corollary 4.8, U is q- 
pseudoconvex in V, if and only if for every such plane U n L is q- 
pseudoconvex in Vn L. By the Assertion, for any such L, Xn L (if non- 
empty) is a O-maximum set, if and only if U n L is q-pseudoconvex in 
Vn L. The theorem is proven. 
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The duality theorem 4.2 and the intersection theorem 2.7 yield the 
following property of ( . )-pseudoconvex sets. 
COROLLARY 4.9. Let I/, , UZ, V he open in C” and U,, UZ c V. rf U, and 
U2 are ql- and q,-pseudoconvex in V, then U, u U2 is (q, + q2 + 1)- 
pseudoconvex in V. 
(Note: every open subset of C” is q-pseudoconvex for q 2 n - 1.) The 
duality between (. )-pseudoconvexity and (. )-maximum property helps us 
to obtain yet another relation between ( )-plurisubharmonic functions and 
(. )-maximum sets. 
COROLLARY 4.10. Let V c C” be open, u E PSH, (V) and 0 < q < n - 1. 
Then for every C<supu the set X={ZE V, u(z)>,C} has (n-q-2)- 
maximum property. Ift however, sup u is attained in V, then 
X = (z E V: u(z) = sup u} has maximum property of order (n - q - I ). 
Proof. Concerning the first statement, by Theorems 4.2 and 4.1, it suf- 
fices to show that the set U = {z E V: U(Z) < C} does not satisfy condition 
(ii) of Theorem 4.3. Indeed, if MO, T,, are sets considered in this condition, 
then by Corollary 2.10 max u ) M0 Q max u 1 T < C, and so M,, c U. Thus U 
is q-pseudoconvex. (Note that we do not need to consider M,, Tk, for 
k>, 1.) 
For the second statement set C = sup U. Then if X= {Z E V: u(z) = C> = 
{x E V: U(Z) 2 C} is closed and non-empty, and U(Z) - C < 0 in V. Since 
m(u(z)- C)\xX(z), for z E V and m -+ co, xX E PSH,(V) (by proper- 
ties 1.9 and 1.8) and X is an (n - q - 1 )-set by Theorem 2.5. Q.E.D. 
5. FURTHER CHARACTERIZATIONS AND EXAMPLES OF k-MAXIMUM SETS 
We give now a characterization of k-maximum sets which complements 
Theorem 2.9. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let Xc @” be locally closed and 0 d k < n - 1. Then the 
following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) X is a k-maximum set; 
x; Oi) 
each k-plurisubharmonic function has local maximum property on 
(iii) no function u E PSH,(X) has the property: for some z* E X, 
u(z*)=O, while ut0 on x^\(z*); 
(iv) for every tuple PO,..., pk of polynomials in z, ,..., z,, the function 
z -min(l~~(z)J,...,Ip,(z)l) has local maximum property on X. 
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Proof. The implication (i)* (ii) was proved in Theorem 2.9, and 
(ii) =+ (iii) is obvious; it remains to show that (iii) =S (iv) * (i). 
(iii) =S (iv). We show N (iv) =E- = (iii). Choose open set Vc @” such that 
Vn X= X, If the function min( ( p,,],...,] P,J ) does not have local maximum 
property on X, then neither does its square w(z) = min( 1 p,(z)] *,...,I pk(z)( ‘). 
By Lemma 2.2 there exist: a strictly plurisubharmonic function f in @“, 
z* E X, and r>O such that B(z*, r)c I’, ~(z*)+f(z*) =O, and 
w(z) +f(z) < 0 on BnX\{z*}. 
Choose d-c0 such that max(w +f) Xn 8B < d, and let 
H= {z E Dam(f): w(z) +f(z) < d). Then H is open and contains Xn aB, 
and so the set U := B u H u ( VjB) is an open neighbourhood of X. Since 
w +S< d on H, the functions 
z --) max(w(z) +f(z), 4, z E B, 
z + d, ZE Hu(q@, 
agree on B n (H u ( V\B)), and so define a function U: U -+ R. By construc- 
tion u 1 X has strict global maximum at z*. Moreover, u E PSH,( U), by 
properties 1.12, 1.9, and 1.6. This contradicts (iii). 
(iv) =S (i). If w(i), then by Definition 2.1 there is a complex plane L of 
codimension k such that L n X is not a O-maximum set. We apply C-afline 
coordinate change, so that L becomes Cnek x {(O,..., 0}, 0 E X, and there 
exist: r>O and a polynomial p(z’), where z’= (zi ,..., z,-k), 
z” = (z, - k + , ,..., z,), such that B(0, r) n X is compact, Ip(Z’, O)l > 1 for 
some (Z’, 0) E Xn Xn B(0, r), while 
max{Ip(z’)l:(z’,O)EX, lz’)=r}<l 
(cf. Proposition 2.3(iii)). Put u(z’, z”)= Ip( exp(-Clz”j*) 
(z’, z”) E C”. There is C > 0 large enough, so that 
for 
max u I Xn aB(O, r) < 1; u(z”‘, 0) > e*’ (5.1) 
for some E > 0. According to Basener [3, Lemma, p. 3031 the k-ball 
&(O, r) c Ck is the union of (k + 1) closed convex sets Lo,..., Lk, such that 
for each i E [0, k] the point 0 is a peak point for the uniform algebra P(L,) 
(the uniform closure of polynomials on Li). Let fi E P(L,) be such a peak 
function, i.e.,h(O)= 1, Ifi1 < 1 on Li\{O}. Choose m such that Ify(z")l < 
exp( - C / ~“1’) eE on L,, and approximatefy by polynomials on Li. One can 
find a polynomial qi(z”) such that 
4(O)= 1, (5.2) 
qi(z)<exp(-CIz”I*)e”, z E L;, i=O ,..., k. (5.3) 
409:115/l-9 
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Therefore 
e-‘min(l q0(2”)),..., 1 qk(z”)() Qexp( -C(z” I’) Iz” I d Y. 
Define now pi(z’, z”) =p(z’) qi(z”) e-‘, i = O,..., k. Then pi(Z’, 0) > ec for 
i=O ,..., k (by (5.1), (5.2)), and min(lp,(z’, z”)I ,..., Ipk(z’, z”)~)<u(z’,z”), 
(z’, 2”) E &O, r), by (5.3). By (5.1), max{min(Ip,(z)l,..., Ipk(z)I): 
z E XnaB(O, r)> < 1, while min(lp,l,..., Ipk I )(2’, 0) > e’. Thus (iv) does not 
hold. The proof is completed. 
The most important examples of k-maximum sets are provided by com- 
plex varieties. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let V c @” be open and M= An V be an analytic 
variety. Let k > 0. Assume that M has dimension greater or equal k + 1 at 
each of its points. Then M is a k-maximum set. 
We refer the reader to Narasimhan [9] for background information on 
complex varieties. 
COROLLARY 5.3. If M satisfies all the assumptions of the last proposition, 
then every k-plurisubharmonic function has local maximum property on M. 
This is a corollary to Theorem 2.9, which, in turn, depends on difficult 
Theorem 1.14. The author does not know any elementary proof of 
Corollary 5.3, unless M is locally a complete intersection variety. 
Proof of Proposition 5.2. Case k = 0. Suppose that M does not have 
local maximum property, i.e., there is a polynomial f (z) in C” such that 
l=f(a)=maxIfl IN>maxlfl la,,,,N, (5.4) 
for some compact set N c M and a E Nja, N. We show that f 1 M is not 
constant in any neighbourhood of a in M. Denote A = {x E N: f (x) = 1 }; A 
is compact and-by (5.4)-is a subvariety of Rr\a,N (which is open in M). 
Therefore A is a compact subvariety of @” and by Narasimhan 
[9, Corollary 1, p. 551 consists of finitely many points. Thus A is not a 
neighbourhood of a in M, for otherwise a is isolated in M and dim,M = 0, 
contrary to the assumption. 
Having proven that f IM is not constant in any neighbourhood of a in M 
we obtain by Narasimhan [9, Proposition 10, p. 541 that f(S) is a 
neighbourhood of f(a) = 1, where S = Nja, N. This contradicts (5.4). 
(Narasimhan assumes that the germ of S at a is irreducible, but clearly this 
restriction is irrelevant.) 
Case k > 0. This will follow k =0 as soon as we prove that for every 
complex plane L of codimension k it holds dim,Mn L > 1 for every 
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a E Mn L. Using induction on s we show a bit more: if L is a complex 
plane of codimension s < k, then for each a E L n M, dim,M n L Z 1 - s + k. 
The assertion is trivial for s = 0. Assume it has been already established 
for some s <k. Let L be a complex plane of codimension (s + 1). Choose a 
complex plane L, 3 L of codimension s. Let I: C” + C be a C-affine form 
suchthatL={L,:l(z)=O}.DenoteA=LnMandA,=L,nM.Then 
A={zEA,:f(z)=O}. (5.5) 
Consider a E A and let [Al,],..., [Al,] denote irreducible components of 
the germ of A, at a. If the function I vanishes on some germ [A i,J then 
this germ is contained in the germ of A at a (by (5.5)) and dim,A > 
dim,A, > k + 1 - s b k + 1 - (s + 1). If 1) A, does not vanish (identically) on 
some of the germs [A1,l],..., [A,,,], say [Al,i], then by Narasimhan 
[9, Proposition 13, p. 601, 
dim,A = dim, (A, n ker I) 
2dim,[A1,j]-1>(k+1-s)-1=(k+1)-(s+1). Q.E.D. 
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